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Summary

To investigate how liquid crystalline ordering a�ects the �ow be-
haviour of a �uid, we studied the �ow behaviour of lyotropic as well
as thermotropic liquid crystals. We chose model systems that con-
sist of biological �brillar structures that form liquid crystalline struc-
tures when the concentration is high enough, and molecular com-
pounds that form liquid crystals at a certain temperature. Another
common feature of the samples is that the constituents of the sam-
ples are chiral, and they can form chiral nematic structures when
in equilibrium. We used polarisation microscopy to detect birefrin-
gence that indicates alignment of the particles, and shear rheology
to characterise the visco-elastic behaviour of the �uids. To probe the
behaviour under an extensional deformation, we formed a �uid bridge
of the sample between two parallel plates and observed the thinning
behaviour of the �uid due to capillarity. The �uid bridge pro�les and
the thinning dynamics are summarised in Figure 1.
In Chapter 3 we characterised amyloid �bril suspensions formed by

hen egg white lysozyme. Two di�erent samples were prepared with
di�erent average �bril aspect ratios: HEWL1 with L/D = 414 and
HEWL2 with L/D = 162. Both samples are birefringent above a
threshold concentration and exhibit shear-thinning behavior as a re-
sult of shear-induced �bril alignment. Chapter 4 shows the exten-
sional rheology of both samples. We showed that the bridge pro�les
di�er greatly between the samples: for HEWL2, with the lower as-
pect ratio �brils, the bridge develops two cusps that are connected
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by a thin �uid thread that ultimately breaks. For HEWL1, where
the �brils have a higher aspect ratio, the �uid bridge forms a long
column, and thins at one spot before breaking. At very high �bril
concentrations, we observed that after breaking, the ends of the �uid
bridge tend to keel over, indicative of elastic behaviour. The thinning
dynamics, however, do not di�er greatly (see Figure 1, top panel).
Two regimes are distinguished that can be �tted with a power law.
For both HEWL1 and HEWL2 we found that the regimes closest to
breakup has an exponent of 0.5, and further from breakup ∼ 1.5. For
HEWL1 at very high concentration, which coincides with the con-
centrations where �ngerprint textures in the birefringence are found
in equilibrium, we found that the second exponent is 2.
In Chapter 5 we studied a system consisting of another biological

�bril-like structure: the cellulose micro�bril. When �xing the cel-
lulose concentration, and varying the concentration of the adsorbed
polymer carboxy methyl cellulose (CMC), the interaction between
the micro�brils is tuned. With higher amounts of CMC, the attrac-
tion between the micro�brils is decreased, resulting in less aggre-
gated micro�brils. Here we found that when CMC is not present, the
capillary-thinning of the �uid bridge is erratic: the bridge pro�les
di�er greatly when we performed multiple repeat measurements on
one and the same sample, and the thinning dynamics do not give re-
producible power law exponents. In contrast, the samples with CMC
show breakup behaviour that is highly reproducible and the thinning
dynamics are similar, regardless of the amount of CMC: a power law
can be �tted with an exponent of ∼ 1 (see Figure 1, second panel).
The above mentioned model systems all deal with biological �brils
that are polydisperse. In Chapter 6 we show a study with the fd-wt
and the M13-wt virus particles, which are monodisperse. We showed
�uid bridge experiments of the suspensions at a concentration at
which chiral nematic structures are formed under static conditions.
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The bridge pro�les for both fd-wt and M13-wt are similar, where
a �uid column is formed and breaks either at one point, or at two
points, creating a satellite droplet. The thinning dynamics show sim-
ilar behaviour, where two regimes can be distinguished that are �tted
with a power law, with similar exponents, see Figure 1, third panel.
Finally, we have studied two di�erent molecular liquid crystals: cholesteryl

oleyl carbonate (COC) that forms chiral nematic structures at room
temperature, and MMBA, a nematic liquid crystal, doped with small
substances of either canada balsam or cholesteryl benzoate to render
it chiral. We observed that COC under capillary thinning forms two
cusp-like forms connected by a thin �uid thread and breaks in the
middle. The thinning dynamics can be described by a power law
with exponent ∼ 1. Upon increasing the pixel resolution of the cam-
era, we found a second regime close to breakup with an exponent of
∼ 0.5. Doped MMBA also forms chiral nematic structures at room
temperature, though the birefringence signal is di�erent from COC:
The birefringence pattern of COC at room temperature showed fo-
cal conic domains, whereas doped MMBA showed oily streaks. Both
patterns are signs of chiral nematic ordering, but with di�erent an-
choring. The �uid bridges formed by doped MBBA do not form
cusps, but a �uid column is observed. A very �ne thread is formed
just before breakup, and the thinning dynamics show two regimes,
which were �tted with a power law with exponents ∼ 0.5 − 0.8 close
to breakup and ∼ 1.5 further from breakup (Figure 1, bottom panel).
We found that the thinning dynamics can alternatively be �tted with
an exponential decay, similar to capillary thinning of polymer �uids,
though we do not have an explanation for this exponential decay in
the case of chiral nematic �uids.
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Figure 1: An overview of bridge pro�les of all experimental model
systems studied in this thesis: from top to bottom the bridge pro�les,
capillary thinning dynamics and exponents of the power laws �tted
to the thinning dynamics for, from top to bottom, HEWL amyloid
�bril suspensions, bacterial cellulose micro�bril samples, rod-like fd
virus suspensions, and molecular chiral nematic liquid crystals.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the thinning dynamics of the various
chiral nematic �uids we studied di�ers from system to system, and a
common behaviour is not found. For the biological (lyotropic) sam-
ples, a chiral nematic structure is formed under static conditions,
and the time scale in which the structure is formed is far longer than
the time scales of the thinning dynamics. Therefore, it is uncertain
whether the chirality of the particles, and the chiral structures that
they can form in equilibrium, a�ect the thinning dynamics. To in-
vestigate the interplay between the microstructure of the �uid and
the thinning dynamics, the evolution of the microstructure and the
thinning of the bridge should be observed simultaneously. This could
be done by combining polarising microscopy with droplet formation
in micro�uidic devices.
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